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DIRECTORY   OF   DRAMATISTS
impic on English drami especially on ^uwp«on
and Saunders Although Pinter has a philosophy
and style all his own hw work is bawd on sunil ir
pre&uppo'.itions
The Said Pnwa Donna   Written 1948
Characters from an English language mimial
come to life and pour out their clicnis in a parody
of a plav which lonesco first considered to be i
tragedy of language but which proved
the lineally very funny The first dialogue be
tween husband and wife is now a clis ic
Thus lone co almost by accident viott thf
first of many satirical exposures of the sterile
language of those who live a merely mechanical
existence
The Lesson    Written 1950    P
A nervous old professor coaches an eager young
girl Elaborately proving the impossibility of
communicating by words he arbitrarily decides
what various words shall mean until he rapidly
gains assurance and eventually rapes and murders
his pupil the fortieth that day
lonesco illustrates the prostitution of language
as a means to power the sexual element in power
and the sadism lurl-ing m the teacher-pupil
relationship and indeed in all authority
Jack    Vi ritten 1950
Urged by his conventional family to settle down
to married life the Bohemian son Jack resists
Roberte the proposed bride because having only
two noses she is not ugly enough He eventually
succumbs to Eoberte n with three noses lonesco
parodies submission to bourgeois conformity
The Chaws    Written 1951    P
An ancient concierge and his wife prepare for a
crowd of guests who are to hear his final message
to posterity As the totally invisible guest?
arrive the couple fetch more and more chairs for
them until with the entry of the professional
orator who is to pronounce the message they jump
into the sea But the orator is deaf and dumb
and his writing on the blackboard is a meaningless
jumble
The empty chairs constitute a most effective
theatrical image for man s failure to communicate
and the dumb orator makes the record of a life
time seem utterly futile It may also suggest how
meaningless can. be the words of author and actor
lonesco says The theme of the play ib nothing
ness made concrete
Victims of Duty    Written 1962
By transforming a detective into a psycho
analyst lonesco argues that there is little differ
ence between the psychological drama and the
mere detective play
AmiO.it    Written 1953    P
A corpse in the flat of a married couple con
stantly growing at a frightening rate is a grue
some and appropriate image of their dead love
Rhinoceros    Written 1958    P
More and. more rhinoceroses appear m a small
provincial town They are the inhabitants who
one after the other want to be turned into these
thick skinned aggressive animals Finally only
Berenger (Olivier) resists the uree to conform
The terrifying lure of conformity is here skilfully
and movingly illustrated
Sail the Smgr    Written 1963
In an agnostic counterpart of the 15th century
Everyman lonesco shows King BeVenger (Alec
Guinness) in his disintegrating palace reluctantly
submitting to the process of dying his final re
source being fortitude alone This dramatic
elegy inspired by the final scenes of Eichard II is
designed with bold simplicity presenting man s
mortal dissolution with unflinching honesty and
a tenderness new in lonesco
 CONTEMPORARY  THEATRE
Alfred Jarry (1873-1907)
tv Km     1006     M
In 1S9G Jarry initiator of the    Pataphysic*
movement   scandalised Pa~is •with his staitling
Ubv Poi precursor of Absurd drama
The characters appear as grotesque puppets
shocking jjid comic The shameless Kreeav
tTbu. caric tures both Macbeth and boureeo s
vulpintj and in his brutal conquest of Poland
becomes a monstrous prototype of ruthle^ cruelty
Ann Jellicoe (b 1928)
Ann Jelheoe s initial work as producer has Itft
its mark on her plaj s
Discounting the concept of man as a rational
creature and stressing that people are driven by
emotions she concentrated in her ea ly plays on
people in a highly emotional and irrational conch
tion She deliberately tried to stir up in the
audience the emotions portrayed on stage em
ployint violent stimuli—a barrage of visual action
rhythm sound and sheer noi&e Words were
reduced to a minimum and these few frequently
ineantatory and meaningless 4jm Jellicoe
wanted the audience to yield unthinkintb to the
emotional impact and to refrain from asking
What does this mean?
While these plays were often intense and exeit
ing they were severely limited hi ranee and
manner and to some degree obscur infant The
emotional is only one aspect of human experience
and it is inextricably entangled with intellectual
experience which is just as valid To dwell
almost exclusively on. the irrational to the neglect
of coherent speech—man s hard won tool of
thought—is partial and misleading
The function of the artistic image is so to reveal
aspects of experience that they can be recognised
and harmonised and to elucidate the significance
of the unage intelligence is necessarj
In later work 4nn Jellicoe appears to have
discarded her theories
The Svorl of My Mad Mother    19o7   F
A eang of Teddy bovs living in terror of
another gang which never appears 19 dominated
by the fierce and enigmatic Greta Exulting in
their feelings of violence they express themselves
in inarticulate and disjointed words and phrases
staccato cries and ineantatory songs ITlim a
commentator emphasises these with a set of
instruments including a motor horn which makes
sounds that are often discordant and a rhythmic
All this makes a receptive audience aware of
what it may feel like to belong to an adolescent
gang but Greta is not easy to accept A mother-
schoolmistress figure she finally gives birth to a
child and is an embodiment of the Indian goddess
Kali The epigraph of the play is All creation
is the sport of my Mad Mother Kali Arm
Jellicoe explained that the play is based on myth
and uses ritual bodying forth, fear and rage and
being rejected, from the womb or tribe Such
symbolism demanding an Interpretation of Its
significance is out of key with a play so deliberately
anti intellect and restricted to a direct
emotional impact
The Knack    1961    F
The knack m question, is that of getting girls and
three out of the four characters are frankly exposed
in the irrational grip of sex The inhibited Colin
struggles with the over experienced Tolen for the
possession of Nancy (TUta Tuslnngham) and
again the action is carried forward as much by
improvisation as by coherent speech The film
version captures the play s spirit
Shelley    1965
A lucid well documented chronicle play Ulna
trates incidents in Shelley s life But the simple
straight line structure is not suited to the corn
plexity of poetic genius The personality that
emerges is that of the selfless social idealist and
pamphleteer and the theme his theory of free love
involving Harriet and Mary in disaster The
predicament is viewed from the woman s angle

